
TECHNICAL DATA SHEET

Product:
Maxitek All-Clean is a high technology cleaner, emulsifier and degreaser, in an easy to use recyclable spray bottle. A water soluble degreaser for use 
where solvent based products are either not required or practical and one which is very universal in use. Its cleaning and degreasing properties are 
remarkable and it is equally effective and suitable for domestic and industrial applications.
Maxitek All-Clean was developed as a safe and totally effective cleaner/degreaser for industry. Surfaces need to be 100% free from grease, soiling and 
staining before coatings can be applied and Maxitek All-Clean performs that function. 

In The Workshop:
All manner of items can be cleaned, in most cases by simply spraying on and wiping off with a damp cloth. Stubborn deposits may be better left to ‘soak’ 
and re-application may be necessary. Maxitek All-Clean is readily rinsed off with water. Superb for degreasing metal parts, cleaning oily floors, cleaning 
machine tools, bearing grease removal, oil and oily residue cleaning, wiping down of painted and metal surfaces etc. 

Health & Environment Friendly, Biodegradable & Safe:
As with any cleaning fluid we advise wearing suitable hand and eye protection.machine tools, bearing grease removal, oil and oily residue cleaning, wiping 
down of painted and metal surfaces etc. 

Around The House - Hard Surfaces:
Spray on and wipe off with soft damp cloth. Re-spray and rub with a circular motion to remove stubborn marks.

Around The House - Fabrics:
All organic stains such as red wine, blood, food stains, pet stains, oils and fats can be easily removed from fabrics.

Automotive:
Maxitek All-Clean is indispensable both inside and out, you can use one product where previously you need 3 or 4. Ideal for cars, cycles, caravans etc.

Important - first check fabric to be cleaned is colourfast, by treating a small section which is not normally seen.

For copper or copper alloys, staining of the components may occur depending on the pH value of the liquid, so caution must be exercised on 
these occasions.

Useful Tips:
•	 Cooker Hoods & Filters - Spray and leave for a minute or two if necessary to penetrate more deeply before wiping off with a damp cloth. 

Repeat as necessary.

•	 Spectacles Glass & Frame - Use a dry, clean, lint-free and preferably microfibre cloth for totally clean and smear-free glass. Maxitek 
All-Clean does not contain polish, so no smearing.

Useful Tips:
•	 Carpets & Upholstery - Spray sparingly directly onto the fabric and using an old towel gently rub slowly backwards and forwards, 

drawing out the staining and ‘drying’ the fabric. Repeat as necessary.

•	 Clothing - Spray directly onto the fabric and rinse with warm water or dab off with a wiping motion with a damp soft cloth. Stubborn stains 
may need re-treating a number of times. Spraying and leaving for a few minutes before washing is also usually extremely effective on all 
but the most stubborn of stains.

Useful Tips:
•	 Crystal Clear Windscreen - Eliminate external windscreen smear by spraying directly onto windscreen and wiper-blade, operate wipers then rinse 

off with screenwash. Use after car wash or alternatively simply spray windscreen with Maxitek All-Clean before final rinse after washing car.

•	 Alloy Wheels & Wheel Trims - Spray wheels, leave for a few minutes, agitate with soft brush if necessary and rinse off.

•	 Tar Spots - Spray onto tar spot and using damp cloth gently rub with circular motion. Re-wax after cleaning.

•	 Engines - Cover up electrics, spray directly onto area to be cleaned, agitate with soft brush if necessary and rinse off with clean water.

•	 Plastic Trim - Spray on and wipe off with slightly damp cloth. 
•	 Fabric Trim and Headlining - Spray sparingly directly onto the fabric and using an old towel gently rub slowly backwards and forwards, drawing out 

the soiling or staining. Repeat as necessary.

•	 Leather Trim - Spray sparingly onto the leather, agitate gently with a slightly damp cloth and leave to dry. The leather needs to be ‘fed’ after cleaning 
with a proprietary wax or cream. Stubborn soiling or staining can be removed by the very gentle use of a nail brush before wiping with a damp cloth.
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